


Catalina ESCALONA   Germanist & Art Historian

1993

Hanin EISA     Character Illustrations, Part-time Gremlin

1997

Aleksandar BACKOVIĆ  Molecular Biologist, Ageing Researcher

1977

Teresa v. MATTHEY   Children of 4, Dancing, Taking photos, Writing, Drawing

1989

Veronika NOGELLOVA  Molecular Biologist & Visual Artist

1990

Eugenie DESMEDT  Amateur in Economics and most other things

1999

Marton ZALKA   Furniture designer, lost between the whole and its parts

1992

Malashree SUVEDI  Linguist to be. Writer.

1994

Gabriela GAŽOVÁ   Swimming in a pool of apps and post-its

1992

For our contribution to the Angewandte’s  
Virtual Open House,  

we present a zine posing the question:  
“Where were you a year ago…?”

We reflect on the points in our lives before 
we applied to Art & Science,  before we 
began our year-long collaboration with 

MedAustron, a center for ion therapy and 
research in Lower Austria, and before our 

notions of time and transdisciplinarity 
would come to be simultaneously  

incubated, extracted, fused, accelerated, 
and beamed to reach this present moment.

1st year students of the  
Art & Science Master’s Program

University of Applied Arts Vienna
December 2020

During our entrance examination for the Art & Science program, we were 
asked to imagine a time around the year 2050 and write about the past 
from the perspective of historians and archeologists.

With the global pandemic and its lockdowns this past year, time feels as 
though it has either accelerated far too rapidly or left us in a decade-long 
standstill. 

Just a few weeks ago, we spoke with high energy physicists who asked us 
to suspend our linear notions of time because in physics, there is neither 
past nor future.

A certain kind of dissection of time is on our minds — whether forwards 
or backwards, linear or circular, or in patterns we cannot yet imagine. 
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GRASPINGS



Regarding MedAustron’s eye tumor treatment solutions:
Why doesn’t the eye ever stop moving?  

In what ways do we attempt to control, focus, and train the eye?

Catalina Escalona

Where does the hope come from?  
How is time curved in the synchrotron and where?  

Is quantum medicine real?  
How are elderly patients treated?

Aleksandar Backović

How do we perceive beauty in abstract concepts?  
In what respects is mathematics similar to spoken/written language?

Eugenie Desmedt

How do you interact with something that you do not understand? 
How does knowledge produces wisdom and why does  

wisdom implies morality?

Marton Zalka

What does reality have to do with  
elusive elementary particles? 

Is the understanding our reality a construction?

Malashree SuvediWhy was my little brother interested in how does the motor  
of the vacuum cleaner work, and I couldn’t care less? 
Is science sexy?

Gabriela Gažová

What is treatment? 
How is it to be treated? 
And how can one express a language, that actually doesn´t exist?

Teresa v. Matthey

Who are the Arbiters of Knowledge?
How does Aesthetics and Accessibility intertwine?

Hanin Eisa

How to perceive an entity that cannot be seen, heard, smelled, tasted or touched?
How would it feel to stand in the middle of the synchrotron while  

 it’s running, encircled by the spinning proton beam?

Veronika Nogellova
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Ein Mann steht in der Tür vom Zug 

im Orbit und raucht, Schmetter-

linge im Bauch und Entschuldigun-

gen unter der Haut. Unsicherheit 

zittert in der Wirbelsäule, schickt 

Kälte durch die Nervenenden. Wir 

zeichnen Ozeane in den Himmel,  

Klagmalerei hängt in der Luft, Re-

gen liegt am Bahnsteig. 

Zwangsläufigkeit leuchtet 

aus den Fenstern. Ich liebe 

Geistergeschichten und 

Taktlosigkeiten. Marionetten 

tanzen auf einem Drahtseil, 

unter ihnen die Wechsel-

wirkungen verlorener 

Gedankengänge, malen  

Schneeengel in unsere Erin-

nerungen.





M
alashree Suvedi

All I did last year was lose, lose at life, lose 
friends and lose my mind, I Þlled my liver 

with toxins and waited for someone to hold 
me, to tell me they loved me. But I kept 

loosing everyone until I was sure I would 
completely lose myself to the point of 

oblivion. I would have invented this new 
kind of oblivion, this never existed, no 
atoms remaining, whatever atoms that 

made me didnÕt get recycled, breaking the 
laws of thermodynamics kind of way. But I 
heard a jagged voice in me telling me to 
Þnd other things to do, other thinks like 

going back to art- to making things. This 
was serendipity, not god, not fate, not 

hope. Just luck. But IÕll take the good luck. 
And now IÕm here. Trying to make art, 

imposters, all of us are imposter.  
Last year, I had no one. This year, I have a 
fragment of myself, in classes, in secret 

crushes, in new friends, in friends, in 
university, in new friends out of school. In 

clay, doodling, sex, writing, my love: 
writing. I am made of too many commas, 
and too much anxiety. But IÕm here- alive! 
And breathing! And if this pleases no one 

but my mother, I have done enough for 
now. And I will continue to make shitty art 

or not shitty art. And will keep asking 
people to love me. Last year, I was galaxies 

away from myself, this year, it’s a few 
measly planets. I will make it. Or rather, I 
better fucking make it. Right, Ma? Ma, I 

want to make things, I want to meet 
people. I want to write poems. https://open.spotify.com/track/

3pGgfnCJCHU2Yaelya14GP?si=vamyKEigQ_-
vLydZ78djFw
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